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ABSTRACT
Have you ever wished that, with one click, you could copy any table's variable names (or labels) so that you could
paste them into your editor or possibly a Word file, powerpoint or spreadsheet? You can and, with just base SAS®,
there are some little known but easy to use methods available for automating many of your (or your user’s) common
tasks.

BACKGROUND
This paper describes two methods that capitalize on some powerful, but not well known base SAS tools that let you
easily build applications to accomplish common tasks. One method lets users right-click on a file in a SAS explorer
window and then select a task from a menu. The other lets you assign a key that, when pressed, gives you or your
users a way to specify a one or two-level filename and then run a particular task on the file. Both methods give you
an easy way to accomplish virtually any task, process or analysis. Each method was successfully tested on various
operating systems, including Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, AIX and SUN.
The question of how to build an application that would let users copy and paste a SAS file’s variable names was
recently raised on SAS-L and, like many such questions, received some answers (from SAS-L and SAS) that the task
might not be doable or could only be accomplished with the help of some external program or language.
To make a long story short, no external programs, languages, or macros are needed. Our preferred solution is one
that capitalizes on capabilities inherent in the SAS Explorer, and only requires base SAS. With SAS Explorer one
can easily bring up any library, see all of the files in that library, and simply select the file they are interested in.
For example, given the initial view one sees upon starting a SAS session, one can readily click on a desired
environment (e.g., libraries).
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Upon clicking on ‘Libraries’, one sees the following screen, where you can click on a specific library (e.g., Sashelp):

And, upon clicking on a library, users see a list of that library’s SAS files and catalogs:

Wouldn’t it be nice if, from there, users could right-click on a file (e.g., Class), select ‘Copy Variable Names to
Clipboard’ from a menu that would appear (or just press the letter ‘N’), and then be able to paste the table’s variable
names into a keep or drop statement, a word file, a powerpoint presentation, or virtually any program?
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HOW TO DO IT: METHOD 1
Getting there is actually quite easy. First, simply click anywhere in the SAS Explorer side of the screen.

Then click on ‘Tools→Options→Explorer’:

Click on the ‘Members’ tab and, from there, click on the ‘Table’ Library Member Type and, then, click on the ‘Edit’
button:
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From there, click on Add:

Then, in the Explorer Options’ Add Action screen type the words or phrase you want to include on the menu that
users see whenever they right-click on a filename (i.e., the ‘Action’ users want to perform; e.g., ‘Copy Variable
&Names to Clipboard’), and the desired Action Command (i.e., the code you want SAS to run when users select the
action). In typing the words or phrase you want to use, preceding one of the characters with an ampersand will result
in making that letter a shortcut key. Thus, in the present example, right clicking on a file and typing the letter ‘N’ will
have the same effect as right clicking on a file and selecting ‘Copy Variable Names to Clipboard’.

The action command we want, in this case, is:
gsubmit “filename _cb clipbrd;data _null_;file _cb; dsn='%8b'||'.'||'%32b';length name $32;do dsid = open(dsn,'I')
while(dsid ne 0);do i = 1 to attrn(dsid,'NVARS');name = varname(dsid,i);put name @;end;dsid =
close(dsid);end;run;filename _cb clear;“;
Then, exit the window by clicking on OK in response to all of the remaining questions.
Why does it work? Gsubmit runs all of the code between the two double quotation marks. The code itself is simply
two filename statements and a data step which accesses the desired variable names and puts the names into your
system’s clipboard.
You would probably want to enter such instructions as one long line of code like we did, avoiding unnecessary
spacing wherever possible, as the action command can only contain up to 255 characters.
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Our example code, if entered as a typical data step, might appear as:

Line
----1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Code
-----------------------------------------------------FILENAME _cb CLIPBRD;
DATA _NULL_;
FILE _cb;
dsn='%8b'||'.'||'%32b';
length name $32;
do dsid = open(dsn,'I') while(dsid ne 0);
do i = 1 to attrn(dsid,'NVARS');
name = varname(dsid,i);
put name @;
end;
dsid = close(dsid);
end;
RUN;
FILENAME _cb CLEAR;

In the code’s first line, the filename ‘_cb’ is assigned using the clipboard access method. The clipboard access
method, according to the documentation, ‘enables you to read text data from and write text data to the clipboard on
the host computer.’
Line 3 initiates a _null_ data step and its first command, in line 4, assigns file _cb for writing any text that is later
defined by ‘put’ statements.
When users right-click on a filename in SAS Explorer, the file’s libname is automatically written to the first eight bytes
of memory, while the filename itself is written to the next 32 bytes. Line 5 takes advantage of that and creates a
variable called ‘dsn’ with a value equal to the desired two-level filename. It does that by concatenating the libname, a
period, and the filename.
In line 6, a variable called ‘name’ is simply declared as a character variable with a length of 32 characters.
In lines 7 thru 13, two nested loops are used to open the selected file, extract the desired information and write the
results to the clipboard. The first loop is only necessary to ensure that the data step won’t fail in the event that the
selected file isn’t available for whatever reason. The second loop goes through all of the variables in the selected file,
obtains the variable names, and writes the names to the clipboard. By design, a put statement with an @ will write
the names on the same line, separated by spaces.
Line 14 ends the data step and line 16 is included to release the filename _cb as it is no longer needed.
As soon as the action is submitted, a user can paste (i.e., type ctrl-v) the names into any keep or drop statement,
word file, powerpoint, or anywhere else they choose.

HOW TO DO IT: METHOD 2
An alternative approach is to use the keydef command to assign a key that, when pressed, will run some SAS code.
The code, in this case, is a single data step that (1) uses the Window statement to prompt users to enter the one or
two level file name that represents the file from which they want to copy and paste variable names (returning their
response as a macro variable) and (2) opens the selected file and copies the variable names directly to the user’s
clipboard.
For example, consider the following program, that contains a single data step and which we happened to save as
“c:\copy.sas”:
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FILENAME _cb CLIPBRD;
DATA _NULL_;
WINDOW DSN rows=8 columns=80
irow=1 icolumn=2 color=black
#2 @3 'Enter 1 or 2 level data set name: '
color=gray dsn $41. required=yes
attr=underline
color=yellow;
DISPLAY DSN blank;
FILE _cb;
length name $32;
do dsid = open(dsn,'I') while(dsid ne 0);
do i = 1 to attrn(dsid,'NVARS');
name = varname(dsid,i);
put name @;
end;
dsid = close(dsid);
end;
RUN;
FILENAME _cb CLEAR;

The first line assigns the filename _cb as a clipbrd type. Then, the next set of lines causes one’s system to prompt
the user to enter a one or two level data set name.

If a user enters a two-level name, like sashelp.class, the system will use that file. However, if a user only enters a
one-level data set name, the system will find the file (if it exists) in the work directory. The next set of lines opens the
selected file, retrieves all of the variable names, and writes them onto the clipboard (i.e., file _cb).
The last line of the code simply releases the assigned filename, as it is no longer needed.
Since the original goal was to accomplish all of the above with a single click, we have to assign the entire process to
a key (say, e.g., ctrl-f11).
That can be done with the following command, which (if we had saved the needed code to a file labeled ‘c:\copy.sas’)
would only require submitting one statement to the command line, namely:
keydef "CTL F11" "gsubmit '%inc ""c:\copy.sas"";' "
You may have to change CTL to CTRL, in the keydef, dependent upon your particular operating system. Of course, if
you choose to use this method, after submitting the keydef, you would probably want to enter keys (in the command
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line to bring up the keys window), followed by entering save (in the command line) and, when prompted, confirm that
you want the key assignment saved for future use.
Then, whenever a user presses the key you defined, they can enter the desired filename and then paste the variable
names (i.e., enter a ctrl-v) anywhere in SAS, a word file, a powerpoint presentation, or virtually any program.

ADDITIONAL USES
While some of this paper’s authors openly admit to only stumbling on the described methods in a collaborative
attempt to find a solution to a SAS-L post, the methods are generalizable to almost any task that has to be repeated.
Thus, one could use the methods to build menu items for running proc insight, proc contents, proc descriptive, proc
means, or any custom macro one might typically use to gain an understanding of any dataset.
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The contents of this paper are the work of the authors and do not necessarily represent the opinions,
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